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To resize, rotate, or move an object, 
click on Place in the menu and then 
select an object.  Use the appropriate 
circle to make adjustments.

Use shift click and shift drag to select 
multiple objects. 

Use the arrow keys to nudge objects 
while selected.

Size and Orientation

Menu
This is what Prezi calls a “bubble menu.”  The larger 
circles are used for large categories and the smaller 
circles are used for subcategories. 

Larger categories will become partially invisible when 
subcategories are selected.  Simply click the partial 
category to regain the full menu.

It’s a little difficult to navigate at first, but after a 
while your spacial memory will kick in.  

 Text
To add text, click on Place/Text; Choose style; Click on 
the canvas; type.

There is no font size in Prezi.  To change the size of  the 
text, use the ‘scale’ circle (see below).

Paragraph formatting options will appear once you have 
more than one line.

Style Options
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Inserting Files
Prezi supports JPG, GIF, PNG, PDF, SWF and FLV.

To insert video or music, you’ll have to convert the file to FLV.  

To insert PowerPoint or Excel, you’ll have to convert the file to 
PDF. 

Go to http://www.zamzar.com for free web-based conversion.

Prezi is a simple interface, so you won’t have fine control over 
graphics.  If  you would like more complex graphics or 
complex layouts, it’s best to use a dedicated program such as 
Illustrator, export to PDF, upload, and then use frames to set the 
path.  

Creating Frames
Frames allow you to structure and group objects.  You can use 
them when creating paths in order to navigate a set of  
objects.

Choose Place/Frame; Choose a shape; Draw the Frame

For projector aspect ration, hold down SHIFT.

To generate a frame that fills you current view, choose 'from 
View' in the Frame menu.

To hide frames, first put them into your Path, then choose a 
large graphic, and press Place/Up.

Shape Options

To create a path,  Choose Place/Path/path;  Click on your 
objects in the order you want to present them;  Drag the big node 
off  the object to remove it from the path;  Drag the small nodes 
to insert an object

You can depart any time, zoom out, respond to audience, and 
resume the Path by clicking next. 

You can also use Tab/Backspace, and PageDown, PageUp to 
navigate in the Path. 

Using Paths

Small Node

Big Node

To find heaps of  information and see where I ripped most of  this 
handout  from, go to http://prezi.com/manual/*
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